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Introduction and context 
Aircraft noise is a societal concern and landing gears contribute significantly to the generated noise in approach 
and landing configurations. Landing gears are characterized by their complex geometry and numerous works have 
been carried out to develop and validate aeroacoustics simulations to predict the associated noise (e.g. [1], [2]). Most 
of them associate a time resolved flow solution, to capture the acoustic sources, to an acoustic computation, to 
estimate the resulting far field noise. Due to the geometric complexity, unstructured grids are required and may 
necessitate meticulous work to optimize (e;g. [3], [4], [5]). In this context, Lattice Boltzmann Methods (LBM) have 
become popular as they propose to combine automatic grid generation and high CPU efficiency and produced 
remarked results (e.g. [6], [7]). The automatic grid generation is facilitated by the use of advanced wall models that 
do not require resolution of complex details of boundary layer flow, ranging from attached to detached regimes, that 
are produced by the complex geometries and flow environment of landing gears. Navier-Stokes (NS) solvers on the 
contrary rely on precise boundary layer solution that require complex grids, even in the unstructured approach, to 
handle the attached boundary layer regimes, that require strong grid anisotropy, as well as detached regimes and 
their trailing flow, that require grid isotropy. The grid construction work can therefore become a complex process. 
The simplification of this process is then an important challenge for industrial applications. The present work details 
a multi-year effort at ONERA in that direction. 
 
Objective 
The present effort aims at demonstrating the interest of some automatic grid generation strategies for NS solvers 
while preserving the detailed boundary layer flow solution. The present approach focuses on the details of the 
matching region where the automatically generated grid merge with the boundary layer grid generated around the 
landing gears geometry. In that sense the present work can be viewed as an alternative to the present efforts on 
immersed boundary conditions (IBC, [8]), described elsewhere, where the background grid directly intersect the 
landing gears body. In the present paper, the LAGOON (LAnding Gear nOise database for CAA validatiON) test 
case is retained. The LAGOON project, founded by AIRBUS, and involving ONERA, DLR and University of 
Southampton, aimed at providing an extensive database of flow and noise measurements for the development of new 
CFD/CAA strategies for landing gear noise predictions. The geometry used is based on a highly simplified 2:5 
scaled AIRBUS single aisle aircraft nose landing gear. It was extensively tested for both aerodynamics and 
aeroacoustics measurements at ONERA’s F2 and CEPRA19 wind tunnels [9], [10]. The basic configuration was 
then proposed in the framework of the AIAA BANC international workshop and has been computed by several 
teams [2]. The geometry of the LAGOON landing gear is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: LAGOON baseline configuration. 
 
Methods 
This section presents the ONERA tools that were used in the present effort. They have been used in a number of 
past works, demonstrating their ability to produce high quality aerodynamic and acoustic results. First the 
aerodynamic flow is computed using the ONERA in house CEDRE code which is a multi-physics, fully 
unstructured solver, developed at ONERA with main applications in the energetics and propulsion fields [11], [12]. 
It is based on a cell centered finite volume approach that deals with generalized polyhedral grids (cells can have any 
number of faces and faces can have any number of vertices). Its Navier-Stokes solver, CHARME, relies on spatial 
discretization based on second order MUSCL schemes and time integration schemes based on explicit or implicit 
GMRES schemes (up to third order). Several turbulence models are available, ranking from one-equation or two-
equations RANS models, to LES Smagorinsky models and ZDES hybrid RANS-LES approach. The computations 
performed in the present paper were run with the ZDES approach [13], [14], based on a SA (Spalart-Allmaras) 
RANS model. This methodology has been applied to several landing gear configurations and proved to provide very 
satisfactory results [15], [16], [17], [5].  
The ZDES wall pressure is stored on the landing gear surface and is subsequently used in an acoustic post-
processing step, to reconstruct the far field noise, relying on a Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings approach (FW-H), 
available in the ONERA in house KIM code [18], [19]. 
In the present work, in continuation of the previous paper [25], the ONERA Cassiopée tool [20] is used to 
automatically generate the computational grid. Starting from a surface grid that includes all the desired refinements 
to describe the flow around the landing gear geometry, the Cassiopée software is used to first generate the prisms 
layers around the landing gear surface, with a prescribed prism height distribution and then to generate an automatic 
octree grid, based on specified grid size in different regions of the computational domain. The particular options to 
handle the conformal matching between the two independently generated grids are discussed later on. 
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Past work 
Two grid strategies are considered as detailed in the previous work presented in 2017 [25]. The first one is the 
simplest where the background grid is based on an octree grid that is interrupted before reaching the landing gear 
body and its attached boundary layer grid made of prismatic layers, the gap being filled by tetrahedra, much like the 
Dragon grid strategy [22], [23]. The second strategy, with great benefit in the total cell count by removing the 
tetrahedra of the dragon approach, is to simply let the octree grid intersect the prismatic layers. In both strategies, the 
resulting grid is handled by the generalized polyhedral approach available in the CHARME NS solver, that treats all 
particular cells generated in the grid generation process, either the octree refinement, where one cubic cell is 
matched to four smaller cubic cells, or the intersected cells, as polyhedral cells in a fully conservative way.  It must 
be emphasized that the second, intersected approach, generates complex, potentially concave, cells that present a 
challenge for the NS solver. In the previous work [25] that challenge was not properly handled and the 
corresponding computation could not be carried out, due to solver instability at these particular cells, that led to 
strongly reduce the computation time step and hence increased the total CPU cost. As a consequence the previous 
work could only conclude on the fist, dragon like approach, the second one being left to further treatment of 
problematic concave cells, which is the subject of the present paper. 
 
Present work 
The present work will detail and comment recent progress made on the second approach. First the intersection 
module was enhanced by a regularization of concave cells and the NS solver was upgraded in its treatment of 
polyhedral cell definition, allowing a robust cell definition and face orientation. This permitted to carry out the 
second strategy to completion from aerodynamic flow solution to acoustic far field computations. In addition the 
previous dragon grid approach was revisited with a refined background grid (grid OM13). These new results are 
rapidly presented in the present abstract and will be detailed and discussed in the final paper. Table 1 below 
summarizes the different grids that were used in the present effort. 
 
Table 1: Grids and  cell counts 
 OM11 OM12 OM13* OM21** OM22* 
prisms 16M 19M 20M 16M 16M 
polyhedra (octree and cut 
cells for OM2i) 
2M 4M 6M 6M 6M 
tetrahedra 12M 12M 12M - - 
Total 30M 35M 38M 22M 22M 
* : new grids constructed for the present paper. 
** : OM21 did not produce valuable results [25]. 
 
It is worth to mention that the present OM22 grid is based on previous octree definition of OM12 and that the 
identical polyhedra count with the refined OM13 grid is simply coincidental as it includes both the octree 
(hexahedra) and the real polyhedra resulting from octree refinements and cut cells resulting from the intersection 
work for the OM2i grids. The fact that OM21 and OM22 grids show the same cell count is due to the relative small 
number of the regularized cells of the OM22 grid. Figure 2 illustrates the general grid topology generated by the 
Cassiopée octree grid generation module. 
 
These cell counts can be compared to the previous G1 and G2 unstructured grids that were especially tailored to 
the flow physics of the LAGOON landing gear [17], see Table 2. 
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Table 2: Grids and cell counts of previous work [17] 
 G1 optimized G2 
prisms 20M 19M 
polyhedra (octree and cut 
cells for OM2i) 
- - 
tetrahedra 42M 43M 
Total 62M 62M 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: overall grid topology from OM grids 
 
 
 
 
OM13 grid OM22 grid 
Figure 3: overall grid topology from OM13 and OM22 polyhedral dragon grids 
These overall octree grid requirements being specified, two strategies are being considered to complete the 
computational grid. The first strategy, grids termed OM1i, will proceed in filling the gap between the octree grid 
internal boundary and the prism layers external boundary with tetrahedra, much like the dragon grid strategy 
exposed in [22], [23]. The second strategy, grids termed OM2i, will directly intersect the octree grid with the 
prismatic boundary layer grid. Several grids were generated, for different maximum resolution in the inter-wheel 
cavity and landing gear close vicinity. OM12 and OM22 share the same octree grid definition while OM13 benefits 
from a refined definition in the inter-wheel cavity. Figure 3 presents general views of the OM13 and OM22 grids 
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used in the present paper and Figure 4 show the details in the vicinity of the LAGOON wheels. This figure can be 
compared to Figure 5 which shows the previous grid G2 . These figures illustrate the differences of the considered 
grids in the inter-wheel and wake regions which may have some importance on the final results. Close-up views of 
the different matching approaches are illustrated by Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively for the intersected and 
dragon approaches. 
 
 
 
OM13 OM22 
Figure 4: Detailed view around the landing gear wheels for OM13 and OM22 grids 
 
Figure 5: Detailed view around the landing gear wheels for G2 grid 
 
 
Figure 6: Details of the OM22 grid 
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Figure 7: Details of the OM13 grid 
New results 
This paragraph will quickly illustrate the new results obtained. The computations were run until overall flow 
establishment was achieved. As proposed in [5] one convenient indicator of flow establishment is the main effort on 
the landing gear body, represented by the drag coefficient. A total of 300 ms were computed and the last 120 ms 
were used for flow statistics, PSD computations and acoustics computations. 
 
 
Figure 8: Convergence history of OM22 computation from computed drag on the Lagoon wall 
A. Mean aerodynamic results 
First the computed Cp distributions around the left wheel for the OM12 (OM13 still to be processed) and OM22 
grids are compared to measurements on Figure 9. Then Figure 10 presents the mean velocity profile from the left 
wheel at the 90 deg. position, compared to measurements for OM12 and OM22 computations. These figures 
illustrate the good agreement obtained and that both grid definition produce a good description of the mean 
aerodynamic field. 
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Figure 9: Pressure distribution along the left wheel. Solid line computation OM12 (top), OM22 (bottom), symbols 
measurements. Cp (left); Cp_rms (right)  
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Figure 10: Velocity profiles from the wheel at the theta=-90 deg. position. Solid line computation OM12 (left), OM22 
(right), symbols measurements.  
 
Next, Figure 11 and Figure 12 present the comparison of the OM12 and OM22 mean and RMS velocity maps at the 
Z=0 position behind the wheel, compared to the available PIV measurements. Again very satisfactory agreement is 
observed. 
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Experimental PIV Computation OM12 Computation OM22  
Figure 11: Mean velocity maps at the Z=0 plane, OM12 and OM22 
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Experimental PIV Computation OM12 Computation OM22  
Figure 12: RMS velocity field at the Z=0 plane, OM12 and OM22 
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B. Unsteady pressure on the LAGOON wall 
During the experimental campaigns, unsteady wall pressures were recorded at several locations on the landing 
gear skin, as summarized on Figure 13 below. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: experimental pressure transducer locations 
 
Power Spectral Density (PSD) computed (using 11 overlapping blocks and Hann windowing) from the 120 ms 
of available unsteady wall pressure with the different grids are illustrated on Figure 14 and Figure 15 for selected 
pressure transducers. Figure 14 presents the PSD of pressure signals recorded along the right wheel (see Figure 13) 
and shows an overall satisfactory agreement, from pressure sensors pk01, pk04, pk09 and pk19, in terms of observed 
levels and presence of frequency peaks at 1000 and 1500 Hz. Figure 15 presents the PSD of pressure signals 
recorded at other locations (pk15, pk17, pk20 and pk23). Again an overall satisfactory agreement is observed. Good 
comparison with the previous computation of grid G1 is also observed, except for a consistently smaller cut-off 
frequency which results from the coarser grid definition of the octree grids used in OM computations. The better 
results observed for the pk15 transducer is attributed to a finer surface grid size for the OM grids in this critical flow 
area, where the flow detaches. 
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Figure 14: unsteady pressure PSD on the wheel. px , Kxd, Kxd3, Kxi: computations respectively on G1, OM12, OM13, 
OM22, pkx: measurements 
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Figure 15: unsteady pressure PSD. px , Kxd, Kxd3, Kxi: computations respectively on G1, OM12, OM13, OM22, pkx: 
measurements 
 
C. Far field acoustic results 
In this section, the far field results will detailed and commented. Figure 16 and Figure 17 present the far field arc 
measurement locations, along the Fly Over and Side Line arcs. These arcs are centered at the wheel center and have 
a 6m radius (20D, with D the wheel diameter). They comprise 12 microphones which are spaced by 10 deg. 
approximately. 
During the computation, 120 ms of wall pressure data were stored on the skin of the landing gear. These data are 
input to the ONERA KIM code, to compute the far field at the fly-over (FO) and side-line (SL) microphones. 
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Figure 16: Far field microphones, Fly over arc. 
Figure 17: Far field microphones, 
Fly over and Side line arcs. 
The acoustic far field results are illustrated by Figure 18 and Figure 19 presenting the far field results along the 
Fly Over arc, for the different grids. Despite the consistently lower cut-off frequency observed for the OM grids 
computations, already mentioned above, the results are quite encouraging. This reduced cut-off frequency can be 
explained by the octree definition around the landing gear that was not as fine as previous G1 or G2 grids, especially 
in the inter-wheel cavity and near field of the landing gear. This choice of aggressive grid cell count reduction, was 
made from the beginning, in line with the proof of concept objective assigned to the present computations. This can 
be easily handled in future works, once the feasibility of the proposed approach is established. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Fly over arc, comparison of computed  and measured (black dots) OASPL 
   
135 deg. 90 deg. 25 deg. 
Figure 19: comparison of computed  and measured (black line) PSD of microphones on the Fly over arc 
Flow 
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The full paper will present and discuss the full acoustic results obtained in the course of the present effort. 
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